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Abstract

Policies of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) tell the next
action to execute, given the current state and (possibly) the
history of actions executed so far. Factorization is used when
the number of states is exponentially large: both the MDP and
the policy can be then represented using a compact form, for
example employing circuits. We prove that there are MDPs
whose optimal policies require exponential space even in fac-
tored form.

Introduction
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) (Bellman 1957) have
been used in AI for planning in domains in which some
degree of uncertainty is present (Boutilier, Dean, & Hanks
1999; Littman 1997). In particular, the partially observable
extension (POMDP) formalizes scenarios in which the ob-
servations do not give a complete description of the state.
Since the result of the actions cannot be determined for sure
in advance, and/or the domain cannot be fully observed, a
plan cannot be a simple sequence of actions. Rather, it
should depend on the observations. In MDP terminology,
such conditional plans are named “policies”. Finding poli-
cies of MDPs is a problem that has been deeply investigated;
algorithms have been developed, for example value itera-
tion, policy iteration, and methods based on linear program-
ming (Littman, Dean, & Kaebling 1995). For POMDPs,
variants of the value iteration algorithm have been devel-
oped (Cassandra, Littman, & Zhang 1997; Zhang & Zhang
2001).

MDPs can be represented explicitely, or in factored form.
In the first case, the possible states of the world are repre-
sented by the elements of a set{s1, . . . , sn}, and there is
no need to specify what the elements represent, i.e., what
is true or false in the state denoted bysi. To complete the
specification of an MDP, the set of actions, their effects in
each state, and the reward of each state are needed. The first
complexity analysis of MDPs has been done for this explicit
representation (Papadimitriou & Tsitsiklis 1987).

While the explicit representation can be sometimes use-
ful, it is more often the case that each state is described by
the values a set of propositional variables (state variables)
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assume. In such cases, the number of possible states is ex-
ponential and, therefore, the explicit representation is ex-
ponentially large as well. This is why factored representa-
tions are used instead. We assume that the states are the
possible interpretations over a set ofn variables, and we
represent probability of transitions and rewards using two
circuits. Other compact representations exist, for example
using variants of BDDs, decision trees, stochasticSTRIPS
operators, or two-stages Bayes networks (Boutilier, Dean,
& Hanks 1999; Littman 1997; Dean & Kanazawa 1989;
Dearden & Boutilier 1997; Hansen & Feng 2000).

While explicit representations of MDPs are always expo-
nential in the number of state variables, factored MDPs can
be polynomially large. Factoring follows the intuition that
the formal representation of a piece of knowledge should
not be too much larger than its informal representation, e.g.,
if the description of a domain can be written in English in
a single sheet of paper, its formal representation should not
take several megabytes of storage space. While explicit rep-
resentations are always exponential, an informal description
can be often turned into a formal description using circuits
that are not too large. This is exactly the aim of factorization.

Explicit and factored representations lead to very differ-
ent computational properties: for example, some problems
are PSPACE-hard in the factored representations but poly-
nomial in the explicit one (Papadimitriou & Tsitsiklis 1987;
Mundhenket al. 2000). This apparent simplification is only
due to the fact that complexity is measured relative to the
size of the input, and explicit representations introduce an
artificial blow-up of the size of the input.

When the representation of the domain is factored, the
explicit representation of a policy is in general exponentially
large. Therefore, factored representations of policies are of
interest (Koller & Parr 1999).

We prove that optimal policies may take exponential
space even in factored representation. In other words, given
an MDP, even the shortest representations of the optimal pol-
icy may take exponential space. This result is new, for fac-
tored representation. In particular, the hardness of the prob-
lem of finding an optimal policy does not imply anything
about the policy size. Even in the cases in which finding
a policy is undecidable (Madani, Hanks, & Condon 1999),
the policy itself may be very short. There are many exam-
ple of very hard problems, even undecidable ones, having
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very short solutions: for example, the solution of the halting
problem is a single bit, but finding it is undecidable. There-
fore, proving that the solutions of a problem cannot be rep-
resented in polynomial space cannot be done directly from
complexity results.

The result we prove affects the choice of how policies are
generated and executed. There are two ways of planning in
a scenario that is formalizable by an MDP: the first one is to
determine all actions to execute at once (that is, determine
the whole policy); the second one is to only determine the
first action, execute it, check the resulting state, and then
find the next action, etc. In the second solution, the process
of finding the action to execute has to be done at each time
step; this process is as hard as finding the optimal reward.
The advantage of the first solution is that, once a polynomial
sized factored representation of an optimal policy is known,
finding the action to execute in a state is polynomial. This
can be seen as a form of preprocessing of the problem: the
policy is determined from the MDP only, and it then makes
the problem of determining the action to execute in a specific
state polynomial. The proof we give is actually a proof of
unfeasibility of such preprocessing algorithms, and it there-
fore applies to any factored form that allows determining the
action to execute in polynomial time.

Preliminaries
The main parts of a Markov Decision Process (MDP) are a
set of operators (actions), whose effect may be stochastic,
and a function that evaluates states according to a notion of
goodness.

Formally, an MDP is a 5-tupleM = 〈S, s0,A, t, r〉,
whereS is a set of states,s0 is a distinguished state (the
initial state), andA is a set of actions. The functionst andr
represent the effects of the actions and the reward associated
to states, respectively.

We consider factored representations of MDPs: states are
propositional interpretations over a given alphabet of binary
variables (state variables). The setS is therefore implicit in
the set of state variables. Thus, we do not count it in the size
of an MDP. The set of state variables is assumed to be finite,
andS is therefore finite as well.

The result of an action is not assumed to be known for
sure, but only according to some probability distribution.
Therefore, we cannot represent the effects of actions using
a function that maps a state and an action into another state.
t is instead a function from actions and pairs of states to
numbers in the interval[0, 1]. It represents the probability of
transitions:t(s1, s2, a) = p means that the result of actiona
in states1 is the states2 with probabilityp.

The reward function is a function from states to integer
numbers, formalizing how much a state matches our goals.
In this paper, we assume that the functionst andr are rep-
resented by boolean circuits. This representation of MDPs
subsumes other factored representations (Boutilier, Dean, &
Hanks 1999; Mundhenket al. 2000).

Planning in deterministic domains consists in determining
a sequence of actions that allows reaching a goal state; in
nondeterministic domains we have two points to take into

account: first, the extent to which the goal is reached can
only be probabilistically determined; second, the action to
execute in a time point cannot be uniquely determined from
the initial state and the actions executed so far.

Namely, the aim of planning in a nondeterministic domain
is that of determining a set of actions to execute that result
in the best possible states (according to the reward function).
Since the result of actions is not known for sure, we can only
determine an average reward. For example, if the result of
applyinga in the states0 is s1 with probability 1/3, ands2

with probability 2/3, then the expected reward of executing
a is given by1/3 · r(s1) + 2/3 · r(s2), wherer(s1) and
r(s2) are the rewards ofs1 ands2, respectively. Formally,
we use the average undiscounted reward, i.e., we evaluate
the average reward for all states, weighted by the probability
of reaching them.

The second effect of nondeterminism is that the best ac-
tion to execute depends on the current state, which is not
uniquely determined from the initial state and the actions
executed so far, as the effect of actions are only probabilis-
tically known. For example, executinga may result in state
s1 or in states2. After a is executed, we know which one is
the actual result. At this point, it may be that the best action
to execute ins1 is a′, while the best choice ins2 is a′′. The
best action depends on the current state: in the simplest case,
a policy is a function that gives the best action to execute in
each state.

The reward associated to a policy is the expected aver-
age reward obtained by executing, in each state, the associ-
ated action. We assume a finite horizon, i.e., we consider
only what happens up to a given number of steps. We also
assume that this number is polynomial in the total size of
the instance, where the size of the instance is the size of
M = 〈S, s0,A, t, r〉minus the size ofS which is implicitly
represented. Technically, this means that the unary repre-
sentation of the horizon is part of the instance.

More complex forms of policies are possible. Indeed, we
may decide what to do using not only the current state, but
also the sequence of actions executed so far. Such policies
can be represented as trees, in which each node is labeled
with an action, and its children are associated to the pos-
sible outcoming states. These policies are calledhistory-
dependent policies. Policies depending only on the current
state form a subclass of them, and are calledstationary poli-
cies.

A problem of interest is whether a policy can be repre-
sented in polynomial space. The trivial representation of a
policy (using a tree) may be exponentially larger than the
MDP even if only one action has more than one possible
outcome. However, policies may take less space in factored
form. We represent policies using circuits: the input is the
binary representation of the current state and of the history;
the output is the next action to execute. Some policies are
much smaller, in this representation: for example, the policy
of executing the same action regardless of the state and the
history is polynomial, even if it would require an exponen-
tially large tree.

The question we consider in this paper is whether it is
always possible to represent the optimal policy of an MDP
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with a polynomial circuit. We show that a positive answer
would have a consequence considered unlikely in complex-
ity theory: the polynomial hierarchy coincide with the com-
plexity classΠp

2. The proof is based on the fact that the ex-
istence of such circuits would allow solving the problem of
determining the action to execute in each state in two steps:
first, determine the whole circuit using the MDP alone; then,
use the circuit and the current state to determine the next ac-
tion to execute in polynomial time. This is a form of algo-
rithm with preprocessing, in which a first step only works
on part of the instance (the MDP alone, without the current
state), and makes the solving of the rest of the problem eas-
ier. The unfeasibility of this schema implies the impossibil-
ity of always representing optimal policies with polynomial
circuits. To this end, we use compilability classes and re-
ductions, which we briefly present in the next section.

Complexity and Compilability
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic complexity
classes such as P, NP, and the classes of the polynomial hi-
erarchy (Stockmeyer 1976; Garey & Johnson 1979). In the
sequel, C, C′, etc. denote arbitrary classes of the polynomial
hierarchy. We assume that the input instances of problems
are strings over an alphabetΣ. Thelengthof a stringx ∈ Σ∗
is denoted by||x||.

We summarize some definitions and results about com-
plexity of preprocessing (Cadoliet al. 2002; Gogicet al.
1995). We consider problems whose instances can be di-
vided into two parts; one part isfixed(known in advance),
and the second one isvarying (known when the solution is
needed.) The problem of determining the action to execute
in a state has this structure: the MDP is the part known in ad-
vance, as it is known from the description of the domain; the
state is instead only determined once the previous actions
have been executed. Compilability classes and reductions
formalize the complexity of such problems when the first
input can be preprocessed.

A function f is calledpoly-sizeif there exists a polyno-
mial p such that, for all stringsx, it holds||f(x)|| ≤ p(||x||).
When x represents a natural number we instead impose
||f(x)|| ≤ p(x). A function g is calledpoly-time if there
exists a polynomialq such that, for allx, g(x) can be com-
puted in time less than or equal toq(||x||). These definitions
extend to binary functions in the obvious manner.

We define alanguage of pairsS as a subset ofΣ∗ × Σ∗.
We define a hierarchy of classes of languages of pairs, the
non-uniform compilability classes, denoted as‖;C, where
C is a generic uniform complexity class, such as P, NP,
coNP, orΣp

2.

Definition 1 (‖;C classes)A language of pairsS ⊆ Σ∗ ×
Σ∗ belongs to‖;C iff there exists a binary poly-size func-
tion f and a language of pairsS′ ∈ C such that, for all
〈x, y〉 ∈ S, it holds:

〈x, y〉 ∈ S iff 〈f(x, ||y||), y〉 ∈ S′

‖;C contains problems that are in C after a suitable
polynomial-size preprocessing step. Clearly, any problem
in C is also in‖;C. Compilation is useful if a problem

in C is in ‖;C′, where C’⊂C, that is, preprocessing de-
creases the complexity of the problem. There are problems
for which such reduction of complexity is possible (Cadoli
et al. 2002).

For these classes it is possible to define the notions of
hardnessand completeness, based on a suitable definition
of reductions.

Definition 2 (nucomp reductions) A nucomp reduction
from a problemA to a problemB is a triple 〈f1, f2, g〉,
wheref1 and f2 are poly-size functions,g is a polynomial
function, and for every pair〈x, y〉 it holds that〈x, y〉 ∈ A if
and only if〈f1(x, ||y||), g(f2(x, ||y||), y)〉 ∈ B.

Definition 3 (‖;C-completeness)Let S be a language of
pairs andC a complexity class.S is ‖;C-hard iff for all
problemsA ∈ ‖;C there exists a nucomp reduction fromA
to S. If S is also in‖;C, it is called‖;C-complete.

The hierarchy formed by the compilability classes is
proper if and only if the polynomial hierarchy is proper (Ca-
doli et al. 2002; Karp & Lipton 1980; Yap 1983) — a fact
widely conjectured to be true.

Informally, ‖;NP-hard problems are “not compilable to
P”. Indeed, if such compilation were possible, then it would
be possible to definef as the function that takes the fixed
part of the problem and gives the result of compilation (ig-
noring the size of the input), andS′ as the language rep-
resenting the on-line processing. This would implies that a
‖;NP-hard problem is in‖;P, and this implies the collapse
of the polynomial hierarchy.
‖;NP-hardness can be proved as follows: let us assume

that 〈r, h〉 is a reduction fromsat to a problem of pairsS,
that is,Π is satisfiable if and only if〈r(Π), h(Π)〉 ∈ S. This
implies thatS is NP-hard, but tells nothing about hardness
w.r.t. compilability classes. However, if the additional prop-
erty of monotonicity holds, thenS is also‖;NP-hard (Li-
beratore 2001). The pair〈r, h〉 is a monotonic polynomial
reduction if, for any pair of clausesΠ1 andΠ2 over the same
literals, withΠ1 ⊆ Π2, it holds:

〈r(Π1), h(Π1)〉 ∈ S iff 〈r(Π2), h(Π1)〉 ∈ S

Note that the second instance combines a part fromΠ2

and a part fromΠ1: this is not a typo. A problem is‖;NP-
hard, if there exists a polynomial reduction fromsat to it
that can be proved to be monotonic. The definition of mono-
tonicity will be more clear when applied to a specific prob-
lem, as we do in the next section.

Finding Policies Cannot Be Compiled
The impossibility of representing policies in polynomial
space is proved using compilability classes as follows: sup-
pose that we are able to find a circuit that: a. is of polyno-
mial size; and b. represents an optimal policy. Such a cir-
cuit allows for deciding which action to execute in a state in
polynomial time. We have therefore an algorithm for solv-
ing the problem of determining the optimal action in a state:
in a first (possibly long) phase the circuit is found; a sec-
ond, polynomial, phase finds the action to execute. The first
phase only works on a part of the problem data, and pro-
duces a polynomial sized data structure that makes the whole
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problem polynomial: the problem is in‖;P. Polynomiality
of policy size is then equivalent to the question: is the prob-
lem of determining the action to execute in a state in‖;P?
Proving that the problem is‖;NP-hard gives a negative an-
swer.

Formally, we consider the following problem: given an
MDPM, one of its statess, and one of its actionsa, decide
whethera is the action to execute ins according to some
optimal policy. We prove this problem to be‖;NP-hard.
This is done by first showing it NP-hard, and then proving
that the employed reduction is monotonic.

Let Π be a set of clauses, each composed of three literals,
over a set of variablesX = {x1, . . . , xn}. The reduction
is as follows: given a set of clausesΠ, we build the triple
〈M, s, a〉, where the first element is an MDP, the second is
one of its states, and the third is one of its actions.

Let L be the set of literals overX, and letE = L ∪
{sat, unsat}. The MDPM is defined as:

M = 〈S, ε,A, t, r〉
The components ofM are defined as follows.

States: S is the set of sequences of at most(2n)3 + n + 1
elements ofE;

Initial state: is the empty sequenceε;

Actions: A contains three actionsA, S, andU , and one
actionai for eachxi;

Transition function: the effect ofA is to randomly select
(with equal probability) a literal ofL and adding it to the
sequence representing the current state; the effect ofS
andU is to addsat andunsat to the sequence, respec-
tively (these are deterministic actions); the effect ofai is
to add eitherxi or ¬xi to the sequence, with the same
probability;

Reward function: This is the most involved part of the
MDP. Given a sequence of3m literals of L, we define
a3cnf formula as follows:

C(l11, l
1
2, l

1
3, . . . , l

m
1 , lm2 , lm3 ) =

{l11 ∨ l12 ∨ l13, . . . , l
m
1 ∨ lm2 ∨ lm3 }

Since the number of different clauses overL is less than
(2n)3, any set of clauses can be represented as a sequence
of 3m literals, wherem = (2n)3. This is a way to encode
all sets of clauses overL as sequences of literals.
The reward function is defined in terms ofC: a sequence
of 3m literals followed byunsat has reward 1; a sequence
s of 3m literals followed bysat, further followed by a
sequences′ = l1, . . . , ln (whereli is eitherxi or¬xi) has
reward2 · 2n if C(s) is satisfied bys′, otherwise 0; all
other sequences have reward 0.

Note that most of the states have reward0. While the total
reward is an average over all reached states,r is defined in
such a way all states preceeding and succeeding a nonzero
reward state have reward zero.r is defined this way for the
sake of making the proof simpler; however, we are still cal-
culating the total reward over all states, including “interme-
diate” ones.

This MDP has a single optimal policy: executeA for 3m
times, then execute eitherU or the sequenceS, a1, . . . , an,
depending on the result of the execution ofA. Namely, any
possible result of the execution of the first3m actions cor-
responds to a set of clauses. The next action of the optimal
policy isU if the set is unsatisfiable andS if it is satisfiable.

This is the definition of the MDPM. The instance of
the problem is composed of an MDP, a state, and an action,
and the problem is to check whether the action is optimal in
the state. The action isS, and the states is the sequence
of literals such thatC(s) = Π. We can now prove thatf
is a reduction from satisfiability to the problem of the next
action.

Theorem 1 The MDPM has an unique optimal policy. The
set of clausesΠ is satisfiable if and only ifS is the action to
execute froms in the optimal policy ofM.

Proof. The MDP has policies with positive reward: the se-
quence of actionsA3mU has a reward equal to 1, since all
its leaves have reward 1 and all internal nodes have reward
0. Note that, since the actions executed so far can be derived
from the current state, stationary and history-based policies
coincide.

The policies with positive reward are very similar to each
other. Indeed, they all begin by executing3m times the ac-
tion A. Then, eitherU or the sequence ofS, a1, . . . , an is
executed. Policies with positive reward can only differ on
this choice of executingU or S, a1, . . . , an. However, a pol-
icy can take the first choice in a state, and the other one
in another state: policies are not forced to make the same
choice regardless of the current state.

sequence 1: A . . . A︸ ︷︷ ︸
3m

U

sequence 2: A . . . A︸ ︷︷ ︸
3m

S a1 . . . an

Figure 1: Sequences that can generate a reward> 0;
All their fragments and extensions have reward 0.

Let us now consider the state after the execution ofA for
3m times. Since each execution ofA generates a random
literal, at this point the state is a sequence of3m literals.
Such a sequence represents the set of clauses that is later
used by the reward function. Intuitively, at this point we
want the optimal policy to executeU if the set of clauses
is unsatisfiable, andS, a1, . . . , an if it is satisfiable. This is
obtained by giving reward 1 to the subtree composed byU
alone, and reward equal to double the number of models of
the set of clauses to the subtreeS, a1, . . . , an. The optimal
choice will then beU if the formula is unsatisfiable (reward
1, instead of0), andS, a1, . . . , an if it is satisfiable (reward
≥ 2, instead of1).

Summarizing, the first3m actions generates a random set
of clauses, while the sequencea1, . . . , an generates a ran-
dom interpretation. The leaves in which the interpretation
satisfies the set of clauses have reward2 ·2n, while the other
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¾

U UU

unsatisfiable
formulas

a satisfiable formula

execution ofA
for 3m times

represents a set of clauses
at this level, each state

S

0 0

not models models

2·2n 2·2n

Figure 2: The optimal policy of the MDP of the proof.

ones have reward 0. If the formula is unsatisfiable thenU is
the best choice, as it gets a reward 1 instead of 0.

This theorem implies that choosing the next action is an
NP-hard problem, a result of really little significance by it-
self, in light of the PSPACE-hardness of related problems.
However, the reduction can be used to prove that the prob-
lem of choosing the next action cannot be simplified to P
thanks to a polynomial data structure depending only on the
MDP. This, in turn, implies the nonexistence of a polynomial
sized circuit representing the optimal policy.

In particular, a polynomial reduction from3sat to a prob-
lem that satisfies the condition of monotonicity (Liberatore
2001) implies that the problem is‖;NP-hard, and therefore
cannot be compiled. Since the problem instances can be di-
vided into two parts, the reduction itself can be decomposed
into two separate functions, one generating the part of the
instance that can be compiled, and the other generating the
rest of the instance. In our case,M is the part that can be
compiled, whiles andS are the rest of the instance. As a
result, if 〈M, s, S〉 is the MDP that corresponds to a set of
clausesΠ, the two functions are defined as:

r(Π) = M
h(Π) = 〈s, S〉

Monotonicity holds if, for every pairs of sets of clauses
Π1 andΠ2 over the same set of literals, withΠ1 ⊆ Π2 it
holds that〈r(Π1), h(Π1)〉 is a “yes” instance if and only if
〈r(Π2), h(Π1)〉 is a “yes” instance. Note that the second
instance is〈r(Π2), h(Π1)〉, that is, it combines a part derived
from Π2 and a part fromΠ1.

Instead of trying to explain this definition better, we con-
sider its specialization to the case of MDPs. LetM1 =
r(Π1) andM2 = r(Π2) be the MDPs corresponding to the
sets of clausesΠ1 andΠ2 using the construction above. Let
〈s, S〉 = h(Π1). Monotonicity can be expressed as: for any
two sets of clausesΠ1 andΠ2 over the same set of literals,
with Π1 ⊆ Π2, it must hold thatS is the optimal action to
execute in the states for the MDPM1 if and only if it is
so in the MDPM2. The reduction we have defined satisfies
this condition.

Theorem 2 The reduction〈r, h〉 is a monotonic polynomial
reduction.

Proof. Let Π1 and Π2 be two sets of clauses over the
same set of variables, and letM1 andM2 be their corre-
sponding MDPs. Since the MDP corresponding to a set of
clauses depends—by construction—on the number of vari-
ables only,M1 andM2 are exactly the same MDP. As a
result, for any states and actionS, the latter is the optimal
action to execute inM1 if and only if it is so forM2, and
this is the definition of monotonicity for the case of MDPs.

This theorem implies that the problem of the next action
is hard for the compilability class‖;NP. In turns, this result
implies that there is no polynomial-sized representation of a
policy that allows determining the next action in polynomial
time.

Theorem 3 If, for any MDP, there exists a polynomial data
structure that allows determining the next action to exe-
cute according to an optimal policy in polynomial time, then
Σp

2=Πp
2=PH.

Proof. If such representation exists, the problem of the next
action is in‖;P. Indeed, given the fixed part of the problem
(the MDP), we can get such polynomial representation of
the optimal policy. Then, determining the next action can be
done in polynomial time. This impliesΣp

2=Πp
2=PH (Cadoli

et al. 2002).

The circuit representation of policies is a subcase of data
structures allowing the determination of the next state in
polynomial time.

Corollary 1 If, for any MDP, there exists a polynomial cir-
cuit representing an optimal policy, thenΣp

2=Πp
2=PH.

Conclusions
Optimal policies of MDPs cannot always be represented by
polynomial-sized circuits. We proved this claim using com-
pilability classes; namely, it is implied by the fact that there
is no polynomial data structure that allows determining the
next action to execute in a state in polynomial time; circuits
are a special case of such structures. This implies that, in a
probabilistic domain, we cannot determine an optimal pol-
icy all at once, and then execute it. What we can do is either
to determine only the first optimal action to execute (and
then repeating once the resulting state is known), or to use
a suboptimal policy that can be represented in polynomial
space.

Let us now discuss how the results presented in this paper
relate to similar one in the literature. As already remarked in
the Introduction, complexity does not necessarily imply that
policies cannot be compactly represented. Namely, even a
result of undecidability does not forbid compactness of poli-
cies. As a result, such nonexistence results are not implied
by complexity results.

On the other hand, a result of non-polynomiality of the
size of policies of POMDPs already appeared in the liter-
ature, namely, in Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis’ paper (Pa-
padimitriou & Tsitsiklis 1987). Their result does not im-
ply ours, as it holds for POMDPs in the explicit repre-
sentation with only nonpositive rewards; the same problem
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that is PSPACE-hard in their formalization is polynomial
in ours (Mundhenket al. 2000). To be precise, the two
results cannot be derived from each other. The technique
used by Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis is also different from
ours, but can be nonetheless applied in our settings, and al-
lows for proving that the existence of a short policy implies
that PSPACE is contained inNPPP; technical details can be
found in a technical report (Liberatore 2002).

We conclude the paper by observing that all our re-
sults holds for POMDPs, since MDPs are special cases of
POMDPs in which everything is observable.
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